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ABSTRACT   
Simulation of beam propagation through turbulent media has always been a tricky subject when it comes to 
moderate-to-strong turbulent regimes. Creating a well controlled turbulent environment is beneficial as a fast and a 
practical approach when it comes to testing the optical wireless communication systems in diverse atmospheric 
conditions.  
 
Turbulent media is created using multiple phase screens each having controlled random variations in its frequency 
and power while the propagated beam is calculated using Fresnel diffraction method. The effect of the turbulent 
media is added to the propagated beam using modified Von Karman spectrum. Created scintillation screens are 
tested and compared with the experimental data which are gathered in different turbulence regimes within various 
atmospheric conditions. We believe that the general drawback of the beam propagation simulation is the difference 
in terms of spatial distribution and sequential phase textures. To overcome these two challenges we calculate the 
Aperture Averaging Factors to create more realistic results. In this manner, it is possible create more viable turbulent 
like scintillations thus the relationship between the turbulence strength and the simulated turbulence parameters are 
distinctly available. 
 
Our simulation gives us an elusive insight on the real atmospheric turbulent media. It improves our understanding on 
parameters that are involved in real time intensity fluctuations that occur in every wireless optical communication 
system. 
 
Keywords: Simulation of Turbulence, Free Space Optical Communication, Optical Wireless Link, Strong 
Turbulence, Scintillation Index Cn
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, Aperture Averaging, Phase Screen Method. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Experimenting on a free space optical communication system is rather tedious and difficult. The interferences of plentiful 
elements are always affecting the result and causing the experimental outcomes to have bigger error variance margins than they 
are supposed to have. Especially when we go into the stronger turbulence regimes the simulation and analysis of the turbulence 
induced beams requires delicate attention [1]. 
 
For all these purposes a method for creating turbulence effects on a propagated beam in a desired experiment conditions for all 
turbulence regimes is presented in this paper. 
 
We have used a point source which combines the Gaussian and sinc forms in 2D [2, 3], 
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where zD is the propagation distance, obD  is the diameter of the observation aperture, r is the spatial polar coordinate and the k 
is the wave number. 
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In the act of propagation through air, a super-Gaussian absorbing boundary is applied spatially through for addition of random 
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where r is the location parameter of polar coordinates and σ is about the half of the number of grids (N). 
 
For the propagation of the beam, angular spectrum form of Fresnel diffraction has been used [2], 
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where ( )H f is the transfer function of the free space propagation given as, 
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Von Karman spectrum has been chosen for its identity with Kolmogorov spectrum when l0=0 and L0=∞ , 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Methodology of Turbulence creation: 
 
Simulation of beam propagation in a turbulent media is explained in many literatures [2, 3, 5 6,]. In the preceding section we are 
offering a methodology for creating real-time turbulence like atmospheric effects on a propagated beam.   
 
Using the point source in the form of Eq. 1,  we have established a propagation pattern at a distance Dz. After defining equi-
distance observation plane locations between the source plane and the final observation plane, the same numbers of turbulence 
phase screens have been created to influence the propagated beam. The methodology for the turbulence phase screen is described 
in the following paragraphs. 
 
Fast fluctuations, which are found to be the effective parameter that causes the strong turbulence, are applied to the propagated  
beam for each screen defined by Fresnel diffraction method where ob∆ is the observation plane gird spacing and the N is the FFT 
factorization number. 
 
Depending on the observation grid spacing, the frequency grid is also established, 
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In the preceding sections, the calculation of power spectrum for both lower and faster fluctuations, other than 
applying a constant Cn
2 we are offering a new method. For Turbulence regimes that are moderate to strong ( 1
R
σ > ), 
we believe that variations of the power fluctuations that are induced to the propagated beam gets bigger in the 
temporal region.  So in the process of calculation of each turbulence phase screen, the Cn
2
 variation increases even 
after short distances.  Also by taking the effect of angular spectrum form of Fresnel diffraction into account (Eq. 3.), 
introducing an error margin on the power that is induced to the propagated beam in each turbulence phase screen 




function for strong turbulence regimes that is used in this work is given as, 
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Then normal distributed random numbers with a unity power of (NxN) size phase screen is created. Power 
associated for each pixel point is assigned to the appropriate planar frequency as a Fourier coefficient of the phase 
screen, 
 
   ( ( ))n fast fast obc rand NxN PSD= × ×∆   (8) 
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Resulted fast fluctuations can be seen in Figure 1, 
 







Lower fluctuations have been accomplished using the same rule applying a larger frequency grid, 
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λ = . 
 
Then the Fourier coefficients associated with the lower fluctuations are calculated by, 
  ( ( ))nlow low obc rand NxN PSD= × ×∆   (11) 
 





Φ = (12) 
Resulted fast fluctuations can be seen in Figure 2, 
 






Addition of two effects have created a practical turbulence screen with pre-known turbulence structure parameter 
(Cn
2), 




Φ = Φ × +Φ    (13) 
 






Resulted optical turbulence screen have been collimated with the each sequential observation plane. The influence of 
the turbulence phase screen has been passed through while we propagate using Eq. 3 until the last observation plane.  
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As a result, we have a perfect scintillation pattern which has a specific turbulence strength structure constant (Cn
2
) with a pre-
defined propagation distance. In Figures 4-6, we can see the observation plane of a 633 nm beam after 100 meters of distance in 
various turbulence strengths.  
 
Fig. 4. Strong Turb. Image, Cn2=10-10, Path:100 m. Fig. 5. Intermediate Turb. Image, Cn2=10-13, Path:100 m.. 
 
Fig. 6. Weak Turb. Image, Cn2=10-15, ,Path:100 m. 
 
The simulation results of  the Aperture Averaging factors for varying Aperture Sizes in various Turbulence regimes 
is given in Figure 7.   
 
 
Fig. 7. Simulated Aperture Averaging Results over 100 meters for various Cn
2
 values 
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AA Factor for the strong turbulence regime is given in Figure 8. Experimental results in the strong turbulent regime 
shows us that the declination of the curve is very similar to our simulation results.  There is a %10 error margin in 
the saturation region of the Aperture Averaging curve which is acceptable in strong turbulent regimes. 
 
 





 and path length =120 meters. 
 
AA Factor for weak-to-moderate turbulence regime is given in Figure 9. Experimental results seem to match up with 
the simulation results in the saturation regime of the curve.  It is our idea that the declination difference is caused by 
number of phase screens that are in use.  The difference can be decreased by increasing the number of sampling we 
take from the observation plane for each realization. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Experimental and Simulated Results of Point Averaged Aperture Averaging Factor  
where Cn
2=5*10-14 and path length = 120 meters. 
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4. CONCLUSION  
In conclusion, a practical method for creating turbulence like phase screens have been established in desired 
turbulence regimes. The new method for establishing the right measures of addition to the propagated beam has been 
constructed by arranging the influence of lower and faster fluctuations. It has been found that faster fluctuations are 
more effective on the strong turbulent regimes. Desired turbulence strength has been established with simulation by 
suggesting temporal fluctuations in the induced turbulence power in strong turbulence conditions. 
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